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Programme
Kenneth Clark Lecture Theatre

09:00

Registration

09:15

Welcome Elizabeth Savage (IES)

09:30

Session 1: Print Matrices as Historical Evidence

11:00

Coffee

11:30

Session 2: Print Matrices as Changeable Physical
Objects

Chair Neil Harris (Udine)
• Dürer Blocks at the British Museum Richard S Field (Yale)
• Recreating the 16th-Century Italian Chiaroscuro Woodcut
Linda Stiber Morenus (Library of Congress)
• Giovanni Fattori and Printmaking in Late 19th-Century Italy:
What We Can Learn from Plates Giorgio Marini (Uffizi)

Chair Amy Worthen (Des Moines Art Centre)
• Survey of Greek Woodcut and Wood-Engraving Blocks:
Materials, Construction Techniques and Deterioration Factors
Konstantina Lemaloglou & Andreas Sampatakos (both:
Technological Educational Institute of Athens)
• New Tools for the Research of Intaglio Plates: Examples
from the Rijksmuseum Huigen Leeflang & Arie Pappot (both:
Rijksmuseum)
• Unprintable: Woodblocks for Chambers' 'Book of Days’ Rob
Banham (Reading)

13:00

Lunch

14:00

Posters & Objects Session
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Programme

14:30

Session 3: Print Matrices in Access Initiatives,
Exhibiting & Teaching
Chair Jane Rodgers Siegel (Columbia)
• Knowing the Matrix: Benefits of Online Cataloguing and
Publishing as a Means to Study the Print Rosalba Dinoia
(independent)
• The Woodblocks in the Census of Italian Renaissance
Woodcuts Laura Aldovini (Università Cattolica; Cini)
• Preserving and Exhibiting Matrix in a Museum: The
Case of the Chalcography of the Louvre Jean-Gérald
Castex (Louvre)

16:00

Coffee

16:30

Session 4: Print Matrices as Artworks and
Collectables
Chair Femke Speelberg (Met)
• The Materials of Typefounding James Mosley (Reading; IES)
• Art and Artifact: The Legacy of Princeton University’s
Audubon Plates Julie Mellby (Princeton)
• Hullmandel's Lithographic Stones at Kingston Lacy Michael
Twyman (Reading)

18:00
18:15

Special Announcements & Short Break
Keynote Roundtable
Chair: Elizabeth Savage (IES)
• Maria Goldoni (Galleria Estense)
• Richard S Field (Yale)
• James Mosley (Reading; IES)
• Ad Stijnman (Leiden)
• Michael Twyman (Reading)

19:00
19:05
19:15

Conclusions Elizabeth Savage (IES)
Travel to Reception Directions on p. 38
Reception British Academy
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At a Glance:
Posters & Objects
14:00-14:30
NB: Posters are displayed in chronological order.

Posters
1.

Tracking Printers' Matrices with Computer Vision Giles Bergel (Oxford)

2.

The Fingerprint Project Maarten Bassens (Royal Library of Belgium; KU Leuven),
Lieve Watteeuw (Illuminare), Joris Van Grieken (Royal Library of Belgium),
Bruno Vandermeulen (KU Leuven), Marc Proesmans (KU Leuven)

3.

Fabric-Covered Woodcuts Printed with ‘Oil Paints’ in Late Medieval England?
Elizabeth Savage (IES)

4.

Different Hands, Multiple States and Later Dates: One Copperplate First
Engraved by Benedetto Montagna Genevieve Verdigel (Warburg)

5.

Reproduction of 16th Century Multi-Colour Chiaroscuro Woodblock Prints
using Digital Technologies Carinna Parraman (West of England), Melissa Olen
(West of England), Maria V. Ortiz-Segovia (Océ Print Logic Technologies), Teun
Baar (Apple) & Peter McCallion (West of England)

6.

Nature Cut in Wood: The Woodblock Collection of Ulisse Aldrovandi (15221605) Fulvio Simoni (Bologna)

7.

The Case Study of Iohannes Moll’s Copper Plate Constança Arouca (Orient
Museum)

8.

The Barberini Family and Printing: Analysis of a Collection of Matrices,
Istituto Centrale per la Grafica, Rome Gigliola Gentile (Sapienza)

9.

Sanctity Engraved in Copper: A Recent Acquisition of the Bollandist Society
Marc Lindeijer, SJ (Société des Bollandistes)
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10.

Fleuron: A Database of Eighteenth-Century Printers' Ornaments Hazel
Wilkinson (Birmingham)

11.

Thomas Rowlandson’s Surviving Copperplates Nicholas Knowles
(Independent)

12.

Woodblocks and their Derivatives in W. & R. Chambers’ Collection, National
Museums Scotland Rose Roberto (Reading; National Museums Scotland)

13.

Victorian “Chromo-Xylography”: Wood-Blocks, Stereotypes, and ProcessBlocks Francesca Tancini (Bologna)

14.

Printing with Textile-Covered Wood Type Cathleen A. Baker (Michigan)

15.

William Giles: Experimental Etcher: An Object-Based Study Annemarie
Bilclough (V&A)

16.

Blocks of Detritus: Anne Ryan’s Woodcuts Christina Weyl (independent)

17.

Printing Matrix as Conceptual Object of Art Anna Manicka (National Museum,
Warsaw)

18.

From India to Kenya: The Transmission of Printed Design across the Indian
Ocean & Meaning Transfer in Cross-Cultural Consumption Settings Jasleen
Kandhari (Leeds)

Objects
19.

Demonstration of Engraving on Copper Plates Amy N. Wothern (Des Moines
Art Centre)

20.

Wood Engraving: A Demonstration and Brief History Peter Lawrence
(Society of Wood Engravers)

21.

End Grain Block Making Chris Daunt (Society of Wood Engravers)

22.

The Impact of Photography on Blocks and Plates for Relief Printing: From
the Collection of the Department of Typography and Graphic
Communications, University of Reading Rob Banham (Reading)
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Abstracts: Papers
Session 1
Print Matrices as Historical Evidence
1.1
Dürer Blocks at the British Museum Richard S Field (Yale)
My talk will consist of three parts. First, a very brief description of the book I am
writing on early European blocks (1400-1800), a project fraught with challenges.
Second, will be a quick focus on the two large Dürer blocks preserved in the BM, the
Martyrdom of the Ten- Thousand and the Wrath of Hercules, 1496-97. They will be
compared with two or three earlier blocks to demonstrate Dürer's originality.
Questions will also be raised about the differences presented by blocks and
impressions from them. Wood reveals the entire process, while paper only the
intended work of art: the physical vs. the optical. Can examination of the blocks
reveal aspects of style and meaning (intention) that are not evident in the prints?
Can one honestly speak about the blocks without reference to the impressions on
paper? Third and last, 35 of Dürer's 37 blocks for the Small Woodcut Passion of
1508-1510 survive, important witnesses to the transformation of the artist's woodcut
ambitions. In 1860 John Thompson proposed that four (nameless) cutters had
executed the series, selecting four blocks as examples. Unfortunately, he provided
not a word of supporting evidence for his choices. Do his distinctions hold up? What
does such categorical thought omit about changes in the artist’s intentions over
time, differences imposed by subject-matter, evolution of the cutters, the
appropriation of older models, differences in how the blocks had been sawn from
the planks of wood, and their condition today? Do we in fact have a vocabulary
adequate to the description of the nuances of cutting? Is the sophistication of the
present author sufficient to this undertaking?

1.2
Recreating the 16th-Century Italian Chiaroscuro Woodcut Linda Stiber
Morenus (Library of Congress)
Recreating the Italian chiaroscuro woodcut has enlarged our historical and material
understanding of the art form. From inks and papers to platen presses, woodblocks
and ink balls, Renaissance printmaking supplies and tools produced wide-ranging
results. The printing process introduced variability through the laborious sequential
6
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procedures it entailed: pre-moistening the paper, applying the ink to the
woodblock, aligning the paper on the tympan or other registration device of the
wooden platen press, taking the impression, and post-printing handling of the
impression. The variables introduced by each procedure were compounded by the
number of blocks required to execute a single chiaroscuro woodcut. An impression
went through the printing sequence two to five times – once per woodblock. Given
the absence of available workshop records, the process of printing chiaroscuro
woodcuts can be inferred from analysis of the physical evidence residing in the
prints themselves. The practical experience gained from printing Italian chiaroscuro
woodcut recreations has confirmed our interpretation of this evidence. To print the
recreations, the three-block composition after Parmigianino of Saints Peter and
John (B.XII.77.26) was selected as a model. A study of historical sources together
with a technical survey of Italian chiaroscuro woodcuts guided the selection of
materials and methods employed to make the recreations. In emulating this
historical technique, each chiaroscuro woodcut recreation constituted an
experiment in manipulating one variable of the printing process. These printing
experiments demonstrate the causal relationship between printing practice and
print appearance. This talk summarises the historical findings and technical
observations upon which the recreations were based, the materials and methods of
production, and the practical lessons learned from each experimental impression.
Analyzing the chiaroscuro woodcut as a material object augments more traditional
art-historical modes of studying prints, including the design source and production
of the matrices, resulting in a more holistic consideration of the medium.

1.3
Giovanni Fattori and Printmaking in Late 19th-Century Italy: What We Can
Learn from Plates Giorgio Marini (Uffizi)
Giovanni Fattori (1825-1908), one of the leaders of the group known as the Macchiaioli
painters, is now regarded also as the outstanding Italian etcher of the later 19th century,
although his production as a printmaker has received only a surprisingly recent and
summary attention. Interested in printmaking only late in his career, during the 1880s,
with a self-taught and openly unconventional approach to the use of instruments,
materials and techniques, Fattori produced a total of 174 known plates (14 in copper
and 160 in zinc), to which must be added 8 further etchings, whose matrices are now
lost. His etchings were innovative in their technique and composition, distinguished by
a pictorial use of the plate tone, multiple biting, and by a distinctive, stylistic use of the
corrosion marks on the zinc plates to get specific effects. The paper aims to present a
research project based on his copper and zinc plates, now preserved in the collections
of the Gabinetto dei Disegni e delle Stampe degli Uffizi, in Florence, carried out in
partnership with the Istituto Centrale per la Grafica in Rome, the leading institution for
the studies on graphic arts in Italy. The collection of matrices that the latter institute
inherited from the Calcografia Romana, founded in 1738, preserves today over 23,400
IES, London, 21 September 2017
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matrices in copper, zinc, lead, steel, brass, wood, linoleum and cardboard, and it is
thus on of the largest of this genre in the world. Through a complete examination of
the plates with the ink and the papers adopted for the impressions, the intent is to
reconstruct the complex sequence of their editions and to specify the states of the
plates, their chronology, and how materials influenced the style of Fattori’s prints.

Session 2
Print Matrices as Changeable Physical Objects
2.1
Survey of Greek Woodcut and Wood-Engraving Blocks: Materials,
Construction Techniques and Deterioration Factors Konstantina Elmaloglou &
Andreas Sampatakos (both: Technological Educational Institute of Athens)
This study constitutes a first approach in documenting how woodblocks were made
throughout the history of Greek printmaking and also an endeavour to associate the
different making techniques as well as uses with their present condition. The
changes in the choice of wooden surfaces for woodcutting, coincide with the intent
of printmakers to accomplish different artistic effects and compositions. In Greece
there can be observed three significant periods of structural innovations: one can be
traced back to the early press wood-engravers and book illustrators. This was
followed by the first independent attempts of wood-engravers to establish their
personal style, in the first half of the 20th century, where there are little distinguishing
characteristics among them as far as the making of the woodblock is concerned. The
true technological advance has originated from the work of Costas
Grammatopoulos and his students, in the 1960s, who were the first to use the figure
and the physical characteristics of wood, as part of their woodcuts and as a new
means for expression. From this point onwards, although artists have not been
interested in the construction quality of the woodblock, the surfaces used, increased
in size and required a more complex craftsmanship. However, the knowledge that
woodblock technicians of the past used to possess, had almost fallen into oblivion.
The aim of this unique research is to interpret the historical evolution of woodblocks,
through examination of a series of objects and to present the main deterioration
factors that have altered their original state. It is important to assess to what extent
these affect the work of printmakers, when printing is incomplete and to establish
what conservators should consider as damages. Therefore, type-specific
preservation measures are going to be addressed for the handling and storage of
woodblocks, both for artists' personal collections and organised institutions.

8
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2.2
New Tools for the Research of Intaglio Plates: Examples from the
Rijksmuseum Huigen Leeflang & Arie Pappot (both: Rijksmuseum)
A few years after the oeuvre-catalogue of the prints by Hendrick Goltzius was
published in the New Hollstein-series (2012) a rare copper portrait medallion of an
unknown man, cut around 1580 by the master engraver surfaced and was acquired by
the Rijksmuseum. Goltzius transferred his detailed preliminary study for the man’s
portrait in silver point (in the Teyler’s Museum, Haarlem) to the copper medallion with
great precision. The engraver brought the man’s likeness to life in the plate down to
the smallest detail, with parallel burin cuts, cross-hatching, dashes and dots. In a new
digital visualisation, created especially for this purpose by computer scientist Robert
G. Erdmann (Rijksmuseum), a reversed image of the medallion is matched precisely
with an impression of the print. This so-called ‘curtain view’ makes it possible to see
minutely how engraved lines and dots in copper translate into print. In our
presentation we will demonstrate the possibilities of this new visualisation technique
using this and other examples of intaglio plates from the Rijksmuseum print room.
Plates from this collection have also been analyzed with portable XRF in order to
obtain information on the alloys and probable origins of the copper. The results of this
research will be presented as well.

2.3
Unprintable: Woodblocks for Chambers' 'Book of Days' Rob Banham
(Reading)
During the nineteenth century, the printing of illustrations using letterpress often
involved the use of techniques that were entirely invisible to the reader: metal type
inserted into wood-engravings, single images made from multiple blocks, or the
duplication of blocks using stereotyping or electrotyping. This paper will explore the
ways in which stereotyping was used to create composite illustrations from multiple
wood-engraved originals. This was a particularly useful technique for printers who were
producing covers or decorative title pages for serial publications, in which some parts of
the design remained the same, while others changed each time. W. & R. Chambers’
made use of this approach for the twelve section openings in 'The Book of Days', first
published in 1864. Although the stereotype blocks have not survived, the way in which
the illustrations were produced can be pieced together through study of the original
woodblocks (now in the Chambers Collection in the National Museum of Scotland) and
copies of the printed books.

IES, London, 21 September 2017
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Session 3
Print Matrices for Cataloguing, Teaching & Exhibiting
3.1
Knowing the Matrix: Benefits of Online Cataloguing and Publishing as a
Means to Study the Print Rosalba Dinoia (Independent)
The paper aims to highlight the importance of the information emerging from the plate:
the analysis should start from the observation of materials, technology and also
performing processes of printing. These conditions, followed by the study of the artist
and his cultural and historical context, establish a solid basis for a correct result
concerning the engraving and its historical, aesthetic and social implications. Works of
cataloging, restoration and study of the matrices made by Chalkotheke of Istituto
Centrale per la Grafica (Rome) point to this direction. These works were carried out
under the direction of Anna Grelle Iusco and her team of the Diagnostic Laboratory of
Plates. Grelle Iusco’s ground-breaking work of “historicisation” of the plate, since the
1960s, is an essential contribution to reveal the intrinsic value of the plates. The
outcomes of investigations focused on the largest and most important collection of
plates in the world (23,225 pieces) were presented in several publications, exhibitions
and educational works by the Institute. Moreover, since the 1980s the cataloging has
been transferred to the online database CalcoGRAFICA, thus allowing simultaneous
search of plate and print, which can be easily compared to each other and, when
existing, to the preparatory drawing (to date the database contains ca. 45,000 drawings
and prints, 17,000 engraved plates and 3000 photographs). The cataloging and the
online publication of the plates is thus the first act of recognition as 'resource' of our
cultural heritage, which has to be safeguarded and made available not only to
specialised professionals. Along with the print, the plate tells its own story, together with
the ""social"" history regarding the spreading of images and the consequent
dissemination of knowledge through editorial choices, the vicissitudes of the history of
taste and the use (or abuse) of print runs according to the luck of the images.

3.2
The Woodblocks in the Census of Italian Renaissance Woodcuts Laura
Aldovini (Università Cattolica & Cini)
My paper will discuss how woodblocks are included in the Census of Italian
Renaissance Woodcuts. This project started in November 2015 and is based at the
G. Cini Foundation, Venice. Its aim is to recover and inventory all single-leaf
woodcuts produced in Italy in the period between the discovery of printmaking and
1550. Woodblocks and prints are catalogued with single entries, that will be
published in an online database. The Census’ entries will mention other objects that
are related to the woodcuts, such as paintings in relation with the invention, or
copies in other media. In this paper, I will present the system we planned and
developed to navigate through all these artefacts, and the yet- unreleased entry
that will be available to scholars. I will focus on the blocks and show, thanks to a
10
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beta-version of the database, how they are catalogued and linked to prints: we
would like to recover all the impressions in the world, and link each with the others
taken from the same matrix, and with the matrix itself, if it still exists. Connections
are also made with states, i.e. re-cuttings of the blocks, and with copies. The photo
gallery would provide, whenever possible, images of details, useful to compare the
way the wood was carved, which is not always visible in the printed impression.
Finally, the benefits of the Census for both scholars and owners will be explored
and discussed.

3.3
Preserving and Exhibiting Matrix in a Museum: The Case of the
Chalcography of the Louvre Jean-Gérald Castex (Louvre)
The core of the collections of the Chalcography of the Louvre, which today has
more than 14,000 matrices, is the union of three sets : the first consists mainly of the
1,000 engraved plates which had been commissioned between 1665 and 1690, by
the Surintendance du Roi; the second includes the matrix of the festival books which
were ordered by the Maison du Roi then the Menus Plaisirs in order to immortalise
the highlights of the French Court; and, finally, the collection of the matrices of the
Académie royale de peinture et de sculpture (more than 500 works), which are
either pieces of receptions requested by artists at the time of their admission to the
Academy, or purchases which were made during the second half of the 18th century.
The choice of stopping the commercial printing of these plates and the preparation
of an exhibition on this set makes it possible to ask several questions: What should
be done with this type of object which is normally regarded as a tool and not as a
work of art? How to present these objects in a museum and arouse the interest of
the visitor? Finally, how does the scientific work generated by this type of choice
lead to innovative research tracks for the study of engraving in particular, but also
for the understanding of the artistic world?

IES, London, 21 September 2017
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Session 4
Print Matrices for Cataloguing, Teaching & Exhibiting
4.1
The Materials of Typefounding James Mosley (Reading; IES)
The use of metal printing types for making texts and images (especially ornaments)
declined quickly during the second half of the twentieth century as new technologies
were adopted. Many of the punches and matrices with which metal types had
traditionally been made were preserved, and the surviving collections became museums
of artefacts which provide a unique source for the history of printing. This talk surveys
important collections of such material and the major issues they face. Some of these
materials were saved at the St Bride Library: one of the first collections in 1962
comprised the punches and matrices of some types made for the Chiswick Press, some
of the original founts cast for the press from these matrices, and the 3,000 wood blocks
for which the press was noted. Punches and matrices made for the Figgins typefoundry,
London, were added. When the University Press at Oxford ceased production from
metal types, the St Bride Library received a selection of their types, many of them for
non-Latin characters. A move was made towards the preserving of the working
machinery for making the types of the Monotype Corporation, and also the materials of
the last major British typefoundry, Stephenson, Blake in Sheffield. Their punches,
matrices, archives and type specimens, now form what is currently known as the ‘Type
Archive’, Stockwell, London. Other major collections include the Imprimerie Nationale of
France, now at Douai, and the Plantin- Moretus Museum, Antwerp, as well as the Museo
Bodoniano at the Biblioteca Palatina, Parma (materials of Giambattista Bodoni 1740—
1813) and the industrial museum in Darmstadt (materials of the Stempel foundry of
Frankfurt am Main and a working typefoundry). Much remains to be done to understand
the materials in many such institutions, starting with systematic inventories of the
collections.

4.2
Art and Artifact: The Legacy of Princeton University’s Audubon Plates
Julie Mellby (Princeton)
In 1927, to mark the centenary of John James Audubon’s epic publication ‘The Birds of
America’, a copy of the double-elephant folio was presented to the Princeton
University Library by Alexander van Rensselaer. The four volumes had only one former
owner, Stephen van Rensselaer, who was one of the original subscribers to the work. At
least thirty years earlier, four of the original aquatinted and steel-faced copper plates
for ‘Birds of America’ were presented by William Earl Dodge to the Princeton
Zoological Museum in Guyot Hall, where they remained on public view for many years.
Thankfully, the importance of engraved plates, carved blocks, lithographed stones, cut
stencils, and others printing materials has been understood by many generations of
Princetonians. This wasn’t the first or the last time the matrix for important printed
materials came to the University before the paper positive. Many of the nearly 10,000
12
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matrices in the library are still waiting for the acquisition of a vintage print or published
volume to study alongside them. For Audubon in particular, there isn’t a semester that
goes by without a request to see one of his mammoth plates next to his equally
impressive bound volumes, leaving students and visitors with a deeper understanding
of the project’s complexity and of its grandeur. This paper will follow the plates from
Robert Havell’s shop to Princeton’s vault.

4.3
Hullmandel’s Lithographic Stones at Kingston Lacy Michael Twyman
(Reading)
The paper focuses on a collection of 56 lithographic stones, nearly all bearing work
dating from the first half of the 1820s. The images on them relate to the
archaeological discoveries of the Egyptologist William John Bankes, a friend of
Byron and heir to the family estate of Kingston Lacy (Dorset, UK), where the stones
have languished for almost two centuries. Most of the stones carry records of
inscriptions, which were drawn in ink by George Scharf; a few others bear crayondrawn views of archaeological monuments. The stones were prepared for printing,
and in some cases printed for publication, by Charles Hullmandel, the leading
British lithographer of the day. All the crayon-drawn images appear to have been
put on stone by Hullmandel himself, one certainly so, and he is acknowledged as
the printer of the majority of the stones, many of which include an imprint date of 27
November 1821. Most stones also bear an ownership mark of Hullmandel (‘CH’ with
a number), either painted on or carved into the underside of the stone. The reasons
for this apparently unique practice are discussed in the context of the early practice
of hiring out stones, and particularly Hullmandel’s stated views on the matter. Many
stones also carry on their surface graphic marks that appear to document some of
the procedures in operation in his establishment. Overall, the collection provides an
unparalleled record of ‘work in progress’ in the formative years of British
lithography.

IES, London, 21 September 2017
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NB: Posters are in roughly chronological order.

Posters
1.
Tracking Printers' Matrices with Computer Vision Giles Bergel (Oxford)
Computer vision technology, which excels at finding consistent features in large
datasets, is naturally applicable to the study of printing matrices. This poster will outline
three ways in which computer vision can assist the bibliographer: in matching common
matrices in corpora of impressions; in matching impressions to the matrix itself; and
image-analysis of the matrix, specifically through the use of RTI (Reflectance
Transformation Imaging) and three-dimensional feature extraction. The examples
chosen will be British ballad and chapbook printer’s woodblocks, and some unidentified
copperplates: the methodologies are based on the work of the University of Oxford’s
Visual Geometry Group (robots.ox.ac.uk/vgg).

2.
The Fingerprint Project Maarten Bassens (KU Leuven), Lieve Watteeuw
(Illuminare), Joris Van Grieken (Royal Library of Belgium), Bruno Vandermeulen (KU
Leuven), Marc Proesmans (KU Leuven)
FINGERPRINT is an interdisciplinary project, involving art history, art technical research,
digital imaging, image processing, conservation science and collection- and data
management. The aim is to monitor and evaluate with advanced digital imaging,
statistical processing and laboratory analyses the phases of the genesis of a print, from
the unique preparatory drawings over proof impressions to later states and editions.
Until today art historical research on prints and drawings depends for the largest part on
traditional art historical methods based on observation with the naked eye and on the
subjective memory and knowledge of connoisseurs. The aim of this project is to develop
tools to automatically perform an objective artifact analysis, and software to visualise,
compare and order large numbers of complex visual and material data. The project will
start with the identification and selection of a corpus of drawings and prints, focusing on
14
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Bruegel. A detailed investigation of historical materials and techniques will be
developed, using imaging techniques: high resolution imaging (Phase One), imaging
with Photometric Stereo (micro-dome) and Multi Spectral Imaging (MSI). For the
identification of changes in printed lines, “Automated Objective Quality Measure” will be
developed. The characteristics of each print in the corpus will be assessed in a survey,
using visual and analytical techniques. The final aim is the development of a matrix for
evaluation of a corpus of drawings and prints. The four year project (2016-2020) is a
collaboration of the Print Room of the Royal Library of Belgium and three KU Leuven
teams: the Imaging Lab, ESAT and Illuminare, Centre for the Study of Medieval Art. The
research project is funded by Belspo BRAIN-be (Belgian Research Action through
Interdisciplinary Networks). The poster presents the results of the first year of the
Fingerprint research.

3.
Fabric-Covered Woodcuts Printed with ‘Oil Paints’ in Late Medieval
England? Elizabeth Savage (IES)
The Book of St Albans (St Albans: Schoolmaster Printer, 1486) is one of the ‘famous
firsts’ of printing, along with the Gutenberg Bible and First Folio. Its words continue
to influence the English language; its illustrations are the first multi-colour prints in
England—and the only for three hundred years. These vivid coats of arms are well
known, and it is assumed that they are normal, albeit colourful, woodcuts. However,
material evidence reveals that they could not have been produced using any known
techniques, or at least using any known materials. But there is no reason to assume
that the Schoolmaster Printer’s necessarily experimental colour inks followed recipes
attested in later printshops, or that his press followed what soon became a relatively
standard design. To understand the material evidence in the fifteen surviving copies,
this project draws on art historical and bibliographical research, as well as extensive
practical reconstructions at a historically appropriate printing press and new research
into fifteenth-century recipes for oil paints and colour printing inks. This ongoing
research combines visual and technical analysis and reconstructions at the press. It
suggests that the unusual colour printing inks may have been ground to recipes used
for oil paints in late fifteenth-century England and that the designs were cut from
fabric-covered woodblocks. The ink recipes may indicate a previously unknown
relationship between craft processes in the early years of the printing press, and this
incorporation of fabric into the printing process points to a previously unknown
printing technique. The identification of the St Albans printer’s unique working
methods gives these images a new significance for the understanding of workshop
practice in the first generations of printing in England and, more broadly, for late
medieval and early modern print and book culture. Together with research that is
underway by Dr Cathleen Baker, who found a similar printing technique dating from
the American Wild West, this points to a method of printing that needs further
exploration.
IES, London, 21 September 2017
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4.
Different Hands, Multiple States and Later Dates: One
Copperplate First Engraved by Benedetto Montagna Genevieve
Verdigel (Warburg)
An intriguing copperplate is preserved in the Pinacoteca Malaspina, Pavia. Acquired
by Count Malaspina prior to 1824 and recognised as one of the most enigmatic
items in the collection, the history and physical properties of the copperplate raise
questions of authorship, acquisition and consumer demand. The ‘recto’ of the
copperplate depicts a Virgin and Child. One of Benedetto Montagna’s earliest
engravings and dating to circa 1500, the composition is based on a painting of the
same subject by his father, Bartolomeo. The engraving was a means to disseminate
the family workshop’s design and to also satisfy a widespread demand for images of
the Holy Family. As suggested by its existence in four states and worn impressions,
the print was sufficiently popular to necessitate the copperplate’s reworking. The
first to second state saw the most significant modifications, such as the erasure of the
landscape background. It is the fourth state, however, that has drawn most debate.
The addition of Giovanni Antonio da Brescia’s monogram has fostered the opinion
that da Brescia acquired the plate and reissued it as his own. What is equally
intriguing about this matrix is the scene engraved on the ‘verso’: a copy after
Marcantonio Raimondi’s 'Venus leaving her bath', complete with a Dürerian
landscape and faux Dürer monogram. It appears that the individual who
subsequently acquired the copperplate decided to put the other side to good use,
producing a work that drew on the reputation of two renowned engravers. The
questions of where, when and by whom are thus key to reconstructing the
copperplate’s history. Surviving impressions of both compositions – and their
watermarks – will be studied in conjunction with close analysis of the matrix itself. By
also considering the history of the individuals who came into contact with it, this
poster will re-address the copperplate’s enigmas.

5.
Reproduction of 16th Century Multi-Colour Chiaroscuro Woodblock Prints
using Digital Technologies Carinna Parraman (West of England), Melissa Olen (West
of England), Maria V. Ortiz-Segovia (Océ Print Logic Technologies), Teun Baar
(Apple) & Peter McCallion (West of England)
There exist many thousands of printed artworks, but significantly fewer blocks. The
printing matrix was often reused, for example, a litho-stone was re-ground, or the
surface of metal plate removed, burnished or reworked to create new images.
Woodblocks were similarly subject to loss and damage, the surfaces were planed to
remove existing information, or as explained by Kaneko, lost to fire and earthquakes, or
in extreme cases used for fuel. Artists working in the 16th century, such as Lucas Cranach
the Elder (1472-1553), Hans Burgkmair (1473-1531) and Ugo da Carpi (c.1480-1523)
were particularly interested in the combination of colour and line to create highly
complex multi-colour tonal woodblock prints. The different coloured tonal blocks aided
16
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textural differentiation, greater contrast and highlights. These 16th century images
required the registration of two or more different tonal blocks that had to be cut and
printed in perfect registration. Due to the complex over-layering of colour, there is a
difference between printed images and their originating blocks. Inspired by these
beautiful and complex prints, we have sought to develop methods to recreate blocks
from existing onscreen images or from printed facsimiles, by measuring colours and
colour separation methods to create individual layers. We used different methods to
create printing blocks including additive layer printing, CNC milling, laser cutting. The
resulting prints have involved and demonstrated a trade off between the parameters
and limitations of each of the processes, tools and materials, for example: the ability to
maintain detail and clean edges, versus speed or machining cost. The different methods
have highlighted alternative approaches and insights towards recreating print matrices.
By recreating blocks using 21st century methods and materials has demonstrated the
complexity and precision of the original process. The opportunity to study the different
layers as separations may well provide historical insights into how woodblock prints
were made, the tools used, the range of marks and methods of translating texture
information through pattern.

6.
Nature Cut in Wood: The Woodblock Collection of Ulisse Aldrovandi
(1522- 1605) Fulvio Simoni (Bologna)
The collection of the original woodblocks which were used for the printing of the
thirteen volumes of the Natural History by Ulisse Aldrovandi (1522-1605), printed
from 1599 to 1667, has been mostly unknown and underrated for a long time.
However, given the number and substance of Aldrovandi’s woodblock collection, it
should be considered as one of the most notable sources of evidence in the fields
of scientific illustration and the history of printing in Early Modern Europe. The
collection includes 3,955 woodblocks. Most of them were cut in the last two
decades of the 16th century by a German craftsman from Nuremberg, Cristopher
Lederlein, and were mainly inspired by watercolour and tempera drawings
collected or commissioned by Aldrovandi during his research activity. Others are
from the works of other naturalists (Conrad Gessner, Pierre Belon, Guillaume
Rondelet, Carolus Clusius, Pietro Andrea Mattioli, etc.). Aldrovandi’s 13-volume
Natural History consists of more than 10,000 pages, of which nearly 2,500 are
illustrated with woodcuts that represent the three Kingdoms of Nature: Plants,
Minerals and Animals. They include examples from the New World, like pineapples,
sunflowers, tomatoes; animals like turkey, platypus, and parrots. Housed at the
Biblioteca Universitaria and at the Museo di Palazzo Poggi of the Università di
Bologna, the entire collection has been catalogued in the last ten years, and the
catalogue is currently available on the web. In the coming years historians of art,
science and printing will be able to study the collection, and at the same time, a new
museographic project will put on display every woodblock.
IES, London, 21 September 2017
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7.
The Case Study of Iohannes Moll’s Copper Plates Constança Arouca
(Orient Museum)
Iohannes Moll’s copper plate belongs to a group of 26 engraved plates from
National Museum of Ancient Art’s matrix collection (Lisbon), which illustrate Manuel
de Faria e Sousa’s book Epitome de las Historias Portuguesas (Bruxels: 1677) and
Historia del Reyno de Portugal (Bruxels, Antwerp: 1730). The first 22 plates reveal
no descriptive identification details on the front and the last four show the
following: F. Harrewÿn Calcographus Regius Sculps: Bruxel. The analysed matrix
corresponds to the frontispiece of the publications and depicts an allegory of
Lusitânia and the four known continents. The back of this plate shows an engraving
of Iohannes Moll’s name, along with a sacred heart with two bows and a sevenpointed star. Ernesto Soares, the Portuguese historian who studied this series of
prints and observed the matrixes, assumes Iohannes Moll’s inscription corresponds
to the engraver’s name (Soares, 1954). However, there is a significant difference
between the quality of the burin’s incision of the signature and the allegory’s
drawing. This led us to raise questions about Ernesto Soares’s theory and opened a
study on the possibilities of Iohannes Moll’s occupation, as well as other engravers
who collaborated with the publisher François Foppens (Bruxels), as is the case of
Peeter Clouwet. The study of traces visible in the copper plate related to different
moments of the phased work created a broader vision of the context in which this
particular process developed. This resulted in a reflection of aspects of materiality
and practice in printmaking and the interference of the body in the making of the
print. This poster will present the analysis on Johannes Moll’s copper print and the
findings that open the possibility of further study of this group of matrixes.

8.
The Barberini Family and Printing: Analysis of a Collection of Matrices
at the Istituto Centrale per la Grafica, Rome Gigliola Gentile (Sapienza)
This research describes a collection of 265 matrices that belonged to the Barberini family
and that are currently stored at the Istituto Centrale per la Grafica in Rome. With the
exception of a plate dated to the mid-sixteenth century and some specimens from
the second half of the nineteenth century, the collection was commissioned in the
seventeenth century by Pope Urban VIII and his nephew, Cardinal Francesco Barberini.
The corpus of matrices is extremely varied and is well known both for the heterogeneity
of the engraved images and the editorial works to which they are linked. These prints are
often collected in monographic volumes, accompanied by simple legends; in other
cases, they are used to illustrate scholarly texts as an iconographic apparatus. For the
realisation of these editorial projects, the Barberini contacted the most famous
engravers and draughtsmen of the time, as well as literati and men of culture, and for the
printing they relied on the most important typographers of Rome, with whom they
18
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established permanent collaborative relationships. The objective of the project is to
describe the 265 plates of Barberini Collection from a technical perspective and to
reconstruct the historical and artistic context of each matrix through the analysis of
commissions and payment records of the artists and printers, and related material,
stored in the Barberini Archives. In parallel, I assess the loose prints preserved in the
print collections of Roman libraries and the identification of the editions illustrated by the
Barberini prints in order to restore all possible links between the illustrations and the
books.

9.
Sanctity Engraved in Copper: A Recent Acquisition of the Bollandist
Society Marc Lindeijer, SJ (Société des Bollandistes)
Recently, the Bollandist Society acquired around 350 copper plates of etchings
depicting saints and other pious images. Most of them are the work of Antwerp master
etchers like Wierix, Galle, Barbe, and Van Merlen. The precise nature and origins of the
collection are still to be studied, e.g. its possible links with the 75 Wierix plates
discovered and exposed in 2001, which are now also kept by the Bollandist Society,
which already holds around 1,000 copper plates, among which those used for the
publication of the 17th-18th century "Acta Sanctorum".

10.
Fleuron: A Database of Eighteenth-Century Printers'
Ornaments Hazel Wilkinson (Birmingham)
This poster introduces Fleuron, a database of 1.5 million printers' ornaments,
ornamental type, and small illustrations, hosted at the Cambridge University Library
(fleuron.lib.cam.ac.uk). The poster will show how Fleuron was created, how it works,
and will outline some of its research uses for tracing the use and copying of
ornament type. It will also introduce the use of 3D printing to recreate ornament
blocks and type.

11.
Thomas Rowlandson’s Surviving Copperplates Nicholas Knowles
(Independent)
Thomas Rowlandson (1757-1827) was not only the most scintillating British
draughtsman of the 18th Century, but also a prolific printmaker, making important
contributions to the development of English social and political caricature, early
coloured book illustration and the erotic print. His vast (2800+) output of prints
covers many different genres including satire, topography, fine art, antiquities,
drawing books, and military instruction manuals, and includes the first internationally
renowned comic strip hero, Dr Syntax. Research being undertaken for a new full
catalogue of Rowlandson’s prints has identified nearly ninety extant copperplates for
Rowlandson’s prints, located in collections in European and the USA; as well as
IES, London, 21 September 2017
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noting late impressions of certain other prints that may suggest further plates still to
be rediscovered. These are complemented by surviving working proofs and transfer
drawings used in the preparation of plates that also inform the study of
Rowlandson’s production methods. This poster will provide a brief conspectus of
these surviving plates and highlight a few of the aspects they reveal about
Rowlandson’s printmaking techniques as well as some wider issues for cataloguing
and describing such plates, drawing in particular on evidence from the largest
known group (over fifty separate surfaces) of Rowlandson's extant plates, now in a
private collection in London. The plates span most of Rowlandson’s working career,
the earliest being from 1784 and the last from 1823. Many of these plates were in
Rowlandson’s possession at the time of his death, and their subsequent provenance
is of interest also as a case study for the survival of old copperplates.

12.
Woodblocks and their Derivatives in W. & R. Chambers’ Collection,
National Museums Scotland Rose Roberto (Reading; National Museums
Scotland)
Material culture goes beyond just learning about an object, it includes
understanding relationships between objects and people. These relationships point
at affective, social cultural, and economic relationships. Furthermore, the analysis of
an object is a powerful instrument to unearth a different world. This is especially true
for the more than 7000 wood blocks that produced Chambers’s Encyclopaedia
(CE). It reminds us of the tactile and physical processes involved with creating an
intellectual work. Artefacts which produced ‘image-texts’ in the NMS collection
remind us of the people who laboured, hidden for the most part, behind-the-scenes
on what would become significant reference books that were sold around the
globe. The specific items also provide some insights into the editorial processes
involved with selection of images that went into CE. Although the W. & R. Chambers
collection is collectively called ‘wood blocks’ there are in fact four types of objects
housed in drawers at the NMS store. First, there are blocks made of wood that
directly printed illustrations. They were part of an integrated printing system with
used with type. The second type of object is also made from wood but was a
template for making stereotypes and electrotypes. The third and forth types of
objects are stereotypes or electrotypes, themselves. Some of them are finished and
mounted on wood, some of them are in different stages of being processed. This
poster will look at the four types of objects in the Chambers collection, and explain
what each object can tell us about the people and image-making workflows of 19th
century commercial publishers.
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13.
Victorian “Chromo-Xylography”: Wood-Blocks, Stereotypes, and ProcessBlocks Francesca Tancini (Bologna)
Using Victorian books printed in colour as a case study, this poster aims at documenting
the transition of picture printing from wood- to process-blocks through the use of
stereotypes. In order to print colours, several blocks were engraved – one for the key
and from one up to a dozen for the tints. The engraver and printer Edmund Evans
(1829-1905) – specialised in “toy books,” colour plates for clothbound volumes, and
“yellowbacks” – was a leading figure in “chromo-xylography,” the Victorian method of
printing drawings into colours separating tints into a limited number of wood-blocks,
while obtaining the best register in overprinting the blocks. Building on the
documentary material emerged from publishers' and printers' account-books and
archives, cross-referencing it to illustrators' drawings, sketchbooks, and ledgers, and
comparing all these evidences against some surviving stocks of wood-blocks from
Evans’s firm, it is now evident that what is usually referred to as “chromo-xylography” is
in fact much a more varied technique that involved wood, metal, and a mixture of the
two. Evans’s wood-blocks and stereotypes, together with the progressives for each
colour, are now mainly kept at the Typography and Graphic Communication
Department, University of Reading, and at the St. Bride’s Library. One among his
earliest account-books – the only one known to exist – is in the US and it lists book titles,
engravers’ names and wages, costs of engraving, stereotyping, printing, binding, and
so forth. The archives of publishers Evans collaborated with are also in existence, as do
the ones of artists that were commissioned designs and illustrations. All together, these
documents provide evidence of the transition from wood- to process-blocks through
the use of stereotypes and assess the significance of this case to fix some fundamental
points in Victorian printing practices.

14.
Printing with Textile-Covered Wood Type Cathleen A. Baker (Michigan)
During a conservation condition survey of a collection of daily theater playbills at
the University of Michigan (Special Collections Library), the author found several
examples of Philadelphia-issued playbills (1862) that featured large letters with
distinct impressions of a textile in the black oil-based printing ink. These letters
appear to have been printed with wood type covered with a variety of coarsely
woven cloths. What advantage did this technique bring to the printing process?
One reason may be that the increased surface area of the relief surfaces resulted in
more ink being captured by the cloth-covered types in one pass of the form roller,
and thus the risk of over-inking the smaller types was averted or less time needed
to be taken to double ink the large types. A second reason may be linked to the
time period. In 1862, at the height of the American Civil War, men and materials
were in short supply, and perhaps, having limited access to wood workers and the
hardwoods needed for these types, cloth was used to hid minor damages to the
surfaces of these types. This observation, together with research that is underway
IES, London, 21 September 2017
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by Dr Elizabeth Savage, who found a similar printing technique dating from the
15th c., points to a method of printing that needs further exploration. The author
invites participants to contact her at: cathleenbaker45@gmail.com.

15.
William Giles: Experimental Etcher: An Object-Based Study
Annemarie Bilclough (V&A)
William Giles was a watercolour artist and experimental printmaker, especially in
colour printing. He is known for his woodcuts inspired by the Japanese woodblock
method but he achieved similar effects using the 'Giles method’ of printing from
zinc plates. This etched process combines relief block and line techniques. This
object based study discusses a set of six zinc plates and progress proofs for A
Midsummer Night – a view on the Veijle Fjord, exhibited at The Society of Graver
Printers in Colour 1920.

16.
Blocks of Detritus: Anne Ryan’s Woodcuts Christina Weyl (independent)
The midcentury American artist Anne Ryan (1889-1954) is best known for innovative
collages made between 1948 and her death. She was also an exceptional
printmaker, beginning with intaglio prints produced at Stanley William Hayter’s
Atelier 17 (early 1940s) and progressing to colourful woodcuts made independently
at her Greenwich Village studio (1945-1949). Sometime in the 1960s, Ryan’s
daughter donated many of her mother’s woodblocks to the Smithsonian Institution’s
Division of Graphic Arts, now housed within the National Museum of American
History (NMAH). Though largely unknown in scholarship about the artist, these fiftyfour blocks suggest new avenues for considering Ryan’s career and her legacy within
the history of postwar American art. The blocks are funky and look very different from
standard new matrices. Instead, Ryan carved her woodblocks from household
detritus such as floorboards, shingles, and old cabinet doors she found discarded on
the street. Scholars have long acknowledged Ryan’s frugality—sewing her own
clothes, making her own shoes, and repurposing everything— which can be seen
clearly in the scraps of fabric, ribbon, string and twine, and scrap paper she
employed for her collages. The sheer weightiness of these woodblocks, however,
suggests a level of scavenging far beyond the collages. Although Ryan is often
framed within her Victorian upbringing, these blocks indicate she followed avantgarde currents from the neo dada movement of the early 1950s, most famously
exemplified by Robert Rauschenberg. When Ryan’s daughter donated these blocks,
the Graphic Arts Division seemed an appropriate enough institutional repository.
The Smithsonian was building a collection of historic presses to document the history
of the printing industry. But as the institution grew and sub-divided into multiple
museums, the graphic arts holdings have become increasingly “lost” within the
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purview of the NMAH. Scholars should investigate its significant resources, including
many printmaking matrices.

17.
Printing Matrix as Conceptual Object of Art Anna Manicka (National
Museum, Warsaw)
Leszek Brogowski (b. 1955), Polish photographer, art historian and conceptual artist
has been creating his series Reflections on drawing from 1975-1986. Since then he
started to write and lecture, and he never came back to drawing. His art is an example
of the unusual use of the printing matrix as an illustration of the idea of transposition.
Brogowski’s Reflections on drawing were concentrated on transposition of the reality
onto the 2-dimensions surface. He looked for the various principles of such
transposition, among them the personal frame of mind, weather etc. But what
interested him most, was the potential identity of the matrix and the multiple. There is a
series of his Reflections, which consists of the matrices and multiples, showing how
they mirror the drawing on the plate, onto the print on the paper. He analyzed and
commentated some techniques like woodcut, linocut, plastercut, lithography, cliché
verre, and silkscreen print. Thanks to his series we do not only assemble our collection
of conceptual art, but we also enlarge the number of the rare matrices in our
Department. As far as we got used to metal plates, we have to design some new
special boxes to store the new matrices.

18.
From India to Kenya: The Transmission of Printed Design across the Indian
Ocean & Meaning Transfer in Cross-Cultural Consumption Settings Jasleen
Kandhari (Leeds)
Recognising the wood block printed production of textiles as a key textile tradition in
India and Kenya, my research paper aims to explore the influence and transmission of
pattern and design from Indian wood blocks printed onto cotton textiles traded from
Gujarat in Western India across the Indian Ocean to my hometown of Mombasa in
Kenya along the Swahili east coast of Africa where the Kenyan Kanga printed textile is
produced and on its meaning transfer in different consumption settings as a social
fabric. My paper shall address the question: What is the value of Indian wood blocks
and printed textiles and their role in cross-cultural exchange to Kenya? My paper shall
therefore explore the concept of cloth printed by wood blocks with messages with
unique cultural meanings in the Kanga as well as analysing the transmission of printed
designs as cultural symbols from India to Kenya across the Indian Ocean.

19.
Demonstration: Engraving on Copper Plates Amy N. Wothern (Des Moines Art
Centre)

IES, London, 21 September 2017
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20.
Wood Engraving: A Demonstration and Brief History Peter Lawrence
(Society of Wood Engravers)
A demonstration of the tools and techniques of wood engraving. The difference
between wood engravings and woodcuts. The marks made by different tools and the
changes in style and uses of engraving over the past 200 years. The methods found to
enable increased production, by separating the artist from the engraver. A brief history
with examples to cover the ‘invention’ by Thomas Bewick; the trade engravers of the
mid-nineteenth century; the Kelmscott Press and the rediscovery of wood engraving as
an independent modern art-form in the 1920s. Later changes in commercial printing
led to a decline in it’s use for illustrations, but this unique method of image-making
survives and modern wood engraving can be seen commonly in both art galleries and
advertising.
21.
End Grain Block Making Chris Daunt (Society of Wood Engravers)
The discovery of end grain engraving and the use of metal engraver's tools as a way of
producing prints from wood fine enough to match copperplate and steel engraving.
How this method differs from the woodcut. The ways in which woodcut artists strived to
produce ever finer work within the limitations of side grain work using knives and
gouges. The qualities of end grain boxwood and other woods for the art of wood
engraving. A brief account of how blocks are made and now and in the past. I will show
actual examples of various woods and the different stages of blocks in the making
process.

22.
The Impact of Photography on Blocks and Plates for Relief Printing: From
the Collection of the Department of Typography and Graphic Communications,
University of Reading Rob Banham (Reading)
Photography began to have an impact on printing long before it was used as a means of
producing printing surfaces. The popularity of photography and recognition of its
veracity led to a change in style of illustration as vignettes gave way to framed images
with a more ‘photographic’ aesthetic. Some wood-engravings were advertised as being
‘from a photograph, to lend them authenticity, and engravers also began to use
photography directly, exposing negatives onto the surface the woodblock. In the 1870s
line images, with no tonal values, began to be reproduced photographically, obviating
the need for an engraver to interpret an artist’s image and bringing some of the artistic
freedom of lithography or etching to the relief-printed illustration. By the end of the
nineteenth century, photographs themselves could be reproduced thanks to the
invention of the halftone screen. This collection of objects from the Department of
Typography & Graphic Communication at the University of Reading includes examples
of the various kinds of blocks and plates made for relief printing using photography.
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Constança Arouca Printmaker; Orient Museum, Lisbon
Constança Arouca (Lisbon, 1976) is a printmaker and researcher based in Lisbon. She
graduated from the Advanced Course of Visual Arts, in 2004, and Individual Project at
Ar.Co, Lisbon, in 2005. In 2006, she participated in Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation’s
Visual Arts Course. In 2009 and 2011 she was an artist in residence at Amsterdams
Grafisch Atelier. In 2016 she graduated from Nova University’s Master Program of
Anthropology-Visual Cultures. Constança collaborates with the Orient Museum and the
National Museum of Ancient Art and is currently an artist in residence at the Decorative
Arts Museum’s Chiseling workshop.
Laura Aldovini Università Cattolica, Milan; ‘Census of Italian Renaissance Woodcuts’,
Fondazione G. Cini, Venice
Laura Aldovini received her Ph.D. in Art History from Milan’s Università degli Studi and
is currently lecturer at the Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore of the same city. As a
specialist of Italian Renaissance printmaking, she was granted fellowships, both preand post-doctoral, and has worked at the Musée du Louvre, the British Museum, the
Uffizi's GDSU, the Musei Civici in Pavia and other institutions. Laura participated in
many national and international conferences, and in exhibitions in Italy and other
countries. With Silvia Urbini and David Landau, she has founded the Census of
Renaissance Italian Woodcuts, a project based at the Fondazione G. Cini in Venice.
Teun Baar Apple
Teun Baar is currently working at Apple Inc., after recently completing his PhD at
Mines- Telecom, Paris in collaboration with Océ-CANON. In his PhD research, Teun
focussed on the optimisation of print quality with multi-channel printing systems, in
particular 3D printing and the perception and control of print surface characteristics
such as colour, gloss, texture, and BRDF. His research interests include reproduction
and perception of material appearance, 3D printing, colour science, and surface
perception, among others.
Cathleen A. Baker University of Michigan
Dr Cathleen A. Baker was a paper and book conservator for over 40 years, and she
taught paper conservation in the Art Conservation Department, Buffalo State College
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for 15 of those years. She is the author of From the Hand to the Machine. NineteenthCentury American Paper and Mediums: Technologies, Materials, and Conservation
(2010). In 1997, while an MFA book-arts student at the University of Alabama, she
founded The Legacy Press, which published limited editions, printed by hand. Since
2007, The Legacy Press has published many award-winning books on the printing,
paper, and bookbinding arts.
Rob Banham Department of Typography & Graphic Communication, University of
Reading Rob Banham is Associate Professor in the Department of Typography &
Graphic Communication at the University of Reading, where he teaches design
practice and the history of printing and design. His main research interests are: printed
ephemera, the influence of printing technology on design, and the history of colour
printing. He also writes and speaks about contemporary design. In addition to his
teaching and research, Rob works as a freelance designer, specialising in designing
books and journals. He edits and designs The Ephemerist (journal of the Ephemera
Society), and from 2001-2010 was Chairman of the Friends of St Bride Library.
Maarten Bassens Royal Library of Belgium; KU Leuven
Maarten Bassens is a historian, archivist and art historian, who currently works at the
Print room of the Royal Library of Belgium. In the past he researched the life and work
of Frans Crabbe van Espleghem (ca. 1480-1553), a peintre-graveur active in Mechelen
in the first half of the 16th century. At the moment Maarten prepares a PhD on the
edition history of the Bruegel prints. By combining technical examination of Bruegel’s
engravings and etchings with archival research on the different publishers, he tries to
shed new light on the life and use of the printing plates.
Richard Bellis University of Leeds
Richard Bellis is a PhD student at the University of Leeds. He studies eighteenth-century
anatomy and pathology, with his PhD project focusing on the work of Matthew Baillie
and his subsequent influence on pathology. The project is especially concerned with
the material culture involved in the production of medical knowledge, and its
instantiation in text and image. As a result, dissection, the production of preparations,
and the various processes of printing and engraving all form the basis of his
investigation. In his spare time he despairs over Chester FC’s latest loss.
Giles Bergel Visual Geometry Group, University of Oxford
Giles Bergel is a book historian and digital humanist based in the Visual Geometry
Group at the University of Oxford. He is co-author of two papers on the application of
computer vision to broadside ballad illustrations; instigated the implementation of
computer vision on the Bodleian Library's Broadside Ballads Online; and is the editor of
the online Wandering Jew's Chronicle edition. His research interests include the
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historiography of popular print; British book trade history, especially copyright and
reprinting; and relations between print and scribal and oral media.
Annemarie Bilclough V&A
Annemarie Bilclough is Assistant Curator at the V&A. She is currently involved in
several research and exhibition projects, including developing a resource for the study
of printmaking techniques.
Jean-Gérald Castex Département des Arts graphiques, Musée du Louvre
I am a curator at the Department of Graphic Arts of the Louvre Museum in charge of the
collections of Chalcography and I wrote a thesis in the history of art on the subject of
the engraved book of the Grande Galerie de Versailles, which was realised in the
eighteenth century. Finally, I also published several articles and participated in
symposia on the history of engraving of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.
Chris Daunt Society of Wood Engravers
A wood engraver, teacher and block maker. Recently elected Chairman of the Society
of Wood Engravers. I spent 18 years working as a freelance illustrator using wood
engraving, woodcut and linocut as my media. Published work includes books for The
Folio Society, BBC Publications, Shell and The Times. I teach wood engraving
workshops in this country and abroad. Since 2007 I have been the sole manufacturer of
wood engraving blocks in boxwood and other woods. Until my recent appointment as
Chairman of the Society of Wood Engravers I edited Multiples, the SWE quarterly
journal.
Rosalba Dinoia Independent
PhD in Art History at Tuscia University of Viterbo (2011), was lecturer at this University
and at the University of Macerata. She got MA and Specialisation degree in Cultural
Heritage Conservation at Tuscia University after obtaining a degree in restoration of
paintings at Palazzo Spinelli in Florence. She participated in numerous national and
international conferences and exhibitions both in Italy and other countries, and she
collaborates with Istituto Centrale della Grafica in Rome (Luigi Calamatta (1801-1869)
incisore e patriota in Europa, 2012; De Nittis the printmaker, 1999). Her research activity
is devoted to the Italian printmaking and artistic relations in Europe and North America
(18th-19 th centuries), as well as the history of drawing, engraving and graphic design.
She also focuses on the conservative aspects of matter and on the evolution of media
and graphics matrices.
Caroline Duroselle-Melish Folger Shakespeare Library
Caroline Duroselle-Melish is Andrew W. Mellon Curator of Early Modern Books and
Prints at the Folger Shakespeare Library in Washington, D.C. Prior to this, she worked at
the Houghton Library, Harvard University, where she participated in a project to catalog
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the collection of woodblocks, wood engraved blocks, intaglio plates and lithographic
stones in the Printing and Graphic Arts Department on which she has published an
article. She has also published several articles on the book collection of the Italian
Renaissance naturalist Ulisse Aldrovandi and is currently working on the collection of
woodblocks used in his natural history encyclopedia. She is also working with Roger
Gaskell on a translation into English of the article on woodcutting in Diderot's
Encyclopedie written by the French woodcutter Jean-Michel Papillon.
Konstantina Elmaloglou Department of Conservation of Antiquities and Works of
Art, Technological Educational Institute of Athens
Konstantina Elmaloglou is a senior student at the Department of Conservation of
Antiquities and Works of Art (T.E.I. of Athens). She is pursuing a bachelor’s degree in
Conservation of Works of Art and Archival Material. She has been working on her
dissertation on woodblock making techniques and preservation issues, which is
supervised by Andreas Sampatakos, since March 2016. She has interned as a paper and
photographic materials conservator at the Byzantine and Christian Museum of Athens.
Her main interest is combining technical examination of objects and historical context,
in order to provide a better understanding of Greek works of art.
Richard S Field Yale University Art Gallery
Ph.D. Harvard 1964. My research has focused mainly but not exclusively on printed
work of the fifteenth-, late-nineteenth-, and late twentieth centuries, from
Einblattholzschnitte, to Paul Gauguin, to Jasper Johns.
Gigliola Gentile Documentation Studies, Linguistics and Literature, Sapienza
Rome University
Gigliola Gentile is currently pursuing a Ph.D. in Documentation Studies, Linguistic and
Literature at Sapienza University of Rome. She graduated in History of Modern Art at
Sapienza University of Rome (2012) and during her studies she obtained a scholarship
at École Pratique des Hautes Études (Paris). In 2013 she interned at Department of Arts
Graphiques, Musée du Louvre (Paris) and in 2012 at Department of Prints and
Drawings – Chalcography at Istituto Centrale per la Grafica (Rome). She published an
article on matrices with archaeological subject (2015), and a year after she curated
Scritti sparsi. Saggi di storia dell’arte (1961-2000), by A. Grelle Iusco (2016).
Maria Goldoni Liceo Classico 'Ludovico Antonio Muratori’; Galleria Estense,
Soprintendenza per i Beni Artistici e Storici di Modena e Reggio Emilia
Maria Goldoni teaches History and Philosophy in Modena at Liceo Classico ‘Ludovico
Antonio Muratori’. For the Soprintendenza per i Beni Artistici e Storici di Modena e
Reggio Emilia, she was in charge of setting up and looking after the Galleria Estense
woodblocks collection, working out its importance and enhancing its value. Her
research work is focused on the history of woodcutting and of book illustration, with the
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special attention to some aspects of printing that for several reasons have remained
marginal in collecting, learning and preservation.
Joris Van Grieken Print room, Royal Library of Belgium
Drs. Joris Van Grieken is art historian and active as keeper at the print room of the
Royal Library of Belgium, the largest graphic collection in Belgium.
Neil Harris Dipartimento di Storia e Tutela dei Beni Culturali, Università degli Studi di
Udine
Neil Harris teaches Bibliography and Library Studies at the University of Udine in Italy,
where he is also head of the Dipartimento di Storia e Tutela dei Beni Culturali. Born in
Uganda in 1957, he read English at Balliol College, Oxford, followed by a Ph.D. in
Comparative Literature at Leicester and a Perfezionamento at the Scuola Normale
Superiore in Pisa. He is best known for his work on the Italian printed Renaissance book,
especially for the Bibliografia dell’«Orlando Innamorato» (1988-91). Together with
Cristina Dondi, he is working on an edition of the Zornale of the Venetian bookseller,
Francesco de Madiis.
Jasleen Kandhari University of Leeds
Jasleen Kandhari is a textiles historian of Kenyan-Indian origin. She is a PhD candidate
who has been awarded a three–year Research Scholarship at the University of Leeds.
She devises and tutors courses on Indian, Asian, and world textiles and dress at the
University of Oxford. She also delivers expert–led tours of textile traditions. Her next
tour, ‘Indian Art in a Nutshell’ is slated for spring 2018. She is the contributing editor of
Indian Textiles for Textiles Asia and the author of the forthcoming World of Art series
book, published by Thames & Hudson, titled Sikh Art & Architecture.
Nicholas Knowles Independent
Nicholas Knowles is an independent scholar and private collector of Rowlandson's
work. Recent talks have included Rowlandson's French Influences (for Visual Print
Culture in Europe, University of Warwick, 2015); Rowlandson and the Theatre (for
Rowlandson and After: Rethinking Graphic Satire Paul Mellon Centre, 2016).
Rowlandson and Gillray (Lewis Walpole Library, 2016). Nick contributed an Appendix
on Rare Rowlandson’s in the Royal Collection for High Spirits (Queen's Gallery,
London 2015). Nick is a graduate of Cambridge University.
Peter Lawrence Society of Wood Engravers; Fellow; Royal Society of Painter-Printmakers
A book designer and illustrator for 35 years and a wood engraver since 1990. A Fellow
of the Royal Society of Painter-Printmakers and former Chairman of the Society of Wood
Engravers. My work is included in the survey of world engraving, An Engravers Globe.
The 2009 book A Being More Intense features myself and five other engravers. I have
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prints in the Ashmolean Museum, the Manchester Metropolitan University and the
Victoria & Albert Museum print collections.
Huigen Leeflang Print Room, Rijksmuseum
Huigen Leeflang has been curator of prints at the Rijksmuseum Print Room in
Amsterdam since 2002. He publishes on sixteenth-, seventeenth- and eighteenthcentury drawing and printmaking. He organised and co-organised many exhibitions,
e.g. on Hendrick Goltzius (2003-4) and Hercules Segers (2016-7)—both in collaboration
with the Metropolitan Museum of Art—Romeyn de Hooghe (2008), Lucas van Leyden
(2011) and Jacob Cornelisz van Oostzanen (2014). As an editor he is involved in the
production of several volumes of the series New Hollstein: Dutch & Flemish Etchings,
Engravings and Woodcuts. Furthermore he has been advisor to interns and fellows in
the Rijksmuseum, including several Andrew W. Mellon fellows.
Marc Lindeijer, SJ Société des Bollandistes
Marc Lindeijer (1966) studied History at Nijmegen University and entered the Society of
Jesus in 1994. After having obtained a doctorate in Church History, again at Nijmegen
University, he worked in the Jesuit headquarters in Rome for the causes of the saints,
from 2009 till 2016. He is now a member of the Bollandist Society, specialised in
modern hagiography.
Anna Manicka National Museum, Warsaw
MA in the History of Art in 1989; postgraduate studies in Museology in 1997, both at the
University of Warsaw; PhD in 2009 at the Polish Academy of Science in Warsaw, in the
History of Art. Since 1989 National Museum in Warsaw, Department of Contemporary
Prints and Drawings. Main research field: interwar prints and contemporary Polish prints,
catastrophism in fine arts in the XX cent. Selected exhibitions: Salvador Dali. The
Illustrator. Works from the Hannelore Neumann and Helmut Rebmann Collection,
National Museum in Warsaw 2005 (cat.); Dialogue in Black and White. Polish and
Hungarian Prints 1918-1939 [with Dr Katalin Bakos], National Museum in WarsawHungarian National Gallery, 2009 (cat.). Selected presentations: CLARK, Brno, 2010;
CIHA 2012, Germanisches National Museum, 2012; CIHA 2016, Bejing, University of
Bejing, 2016.
Giorgio Marini Curator, Gabinetto dei Disegni e delle Stampe delle Gallerie degli Uffizi
Giorgio Marini is Curator of Prints at the Gallerie degli Uffizi, Florence. Educated at the
University of Rome, he has been a research fellow at the University of Oxford (19921994). As a lecturer he taught History of graphics at the universities of Padua, Venice
and Trieste (2001- 2011). His research interests cover the fields of history of drawing
and printmaking, especially from the 18th to the 20th century, with further interests for
the history of print collecting and the rôle of prints in the spread of figurative culture.
Since 1995 he has been a member of the Editorial board of the journal Print Quarterly.
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Peter McCallion Centre for Fine Print Research, University of the West of England
Peter McCallion recently completed his PhD entitled, ‘The Development of Methods for
the Reproduction in Continuous Tone of Digitally Printed Colour Artworks’ at University
of the West of England, Bristol.
Julie Mellby Firestone Library, Princeton University
Julie Mellby is the Graphic Arts Curator within Rare Books and Special Collections,
Firestone Library, Princeton University. Her most recent exhibition is ‘The Miseries of
Human Life and Other Amusements’ currently on view at the Princeton University Art
Museum. An ongoing weblog of acquisitions and activities can be found at
http://Graphicarts.princeton.edu.
James Mosley Department of Typography, Reading University; Senior Research
Fellow, Institute of English Studies
James Mosley is a professor in the Department of Typography at Reading University
and a senior research fellow of the Institute of English Studies, University of London. He
was librarian of the St Bride Library, London, from 1958 to 2000. As a student he set
type and printed at the Water Lane Press of Philip Gaskell at King’s College,
Cambridge, and worked briefly at a typefoundry in London. He writes and lectures on
the history of printing types and letterforms. He was a curator of the exhibition Le
romain du roi: la typographie au service de l’état 1702—2002 (Lyon: Musée de
l’Imprimerie, 2002).
Melissa Olen Centre for Fine Print Research, University of the West of England
Melissa Olen recently completed her PhD entitled "The Development of Multi-Channel
Inkjet Printing Methodologies for Fine Art Applications" at University of the West of
England, Bristol. Melissa was funded through Marie Curie Actions Seventh Framework
training network programme, ’CP7: The Next Generation of Multichannel Printing’.
Maria V. Ortiz Océ Print Logic Technologies SA
Dr Maria V. Ortiz Segovia is the leading scientist of the colour and image processing
activities in Océ Print Logic Technologies, France. She is in charge of conducting
collaborations and partnerships in between Océ and different universities, laboratories
and research institutions worldwide. She received her PhD degree from the Electrical
and Computer Engineering department of Purdue University, USA in 2011 under the
supervision of Prof. Jan P. Allebach and has been working in the field of printing since
2006. Her research interests include material reproduction, image quality, colour
imaging, and 3D printing, among others.
Arie Pappot Rijksmuseum
Arie Pappot was trained as a conservator of metals and received his Master degree at
the University of Amsterdam in 2011. He worked as a metals conservator at the
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Rijksmuseum between 2009 and 2013. He started his PhD in 2013 which deals with the
technological history of the use of copper and its alloys, particularly in the Dutch
Republic during the seventeenth century.
Carinna Parraman Centre for Fine Print Research, University of the West of England,
Bristol
Dr Carinna Parraman is Professor of Design, Colour and Print and Co-director at the
Centre for Fine Print Research, University of the West of England, Bristol, and has an indepth knowledge of traditional colour mixing, colour printing and photo mechanical
printing processes. She collaborates with many different sectors including industry,
heritage and fine art print.
Marc Proesmans KU Leuven
Dr Marc Proesmans is scientist at the department of Electrical Engineering - ESAT - KU
Leuven.
Rose Roberto University of Reading; National Museums Scotland
Rose Roberto is completing an AHRC-funded PhD at the University of Reading in
collaboration with National Museums Scotland. Her interdisciplinary research covers
19th century printing history and visual culture. In 2018, she will be be teaching at UCLA
in the Department of Information Studies, and undertaking an Andrew W. Mellon
Foundation Short Term Fellowship, at the Historical Society of Pennsylvania. She is the
series editor for the Art Researchers’ Guides to different cities around the UK & Ireland,
published by the Art Libraries Society (ARLIS).
Jane Rodgers Siegel Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Columbia University
Jane Siegel is the Rare Book Librarian at the Rare Book and Manuscript Library,
Columbia University. One of the RBML's specialties is the history of books and printing,
and Jane has been working with and learning from the collection for over thirty years.
She has a BA from Yale, an MS from Columbia's School of Library Service, and has
taken a baker's dozen of classes at Rare Book School. Jane has been heavily involved
with the American Printing History Association and the Fine Press Book Association.

Andreas Sampatakos Department of Conservation of Antiquities and Works of Art,
Technological Educational Institute of Athens
Andreas Sampatakos is currently an Assistant Lecturer at the Department of
Conservation of Antiquities and Works of Art (T.E.I. of Athens). He has been Senior
Panel Paintings and Wooden Artefacts Conservator at the Municipal Gallery of Athens
since 2003. He holds a BA and a MA degree on conservation of painted and decorated
wood. He has also worked for several years in the Byzantine and Christian Museum of
Athens and for the Greek Ministry of Culture. His main interests are on historic
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decorative/painting techniques on wood and wood carvings and on technical art
history.
Elizabeth Savage Institute of English Studies; Churchill College, Cambridge
Elizabeth Savage is British Academy Postdoctoral Fellow, Lecturer in Book
History and Communications, Institute of English Studies; By-Fellow, Churchill
College, Cambridge. She took her PhD in History of Art at Cambridge, where
she was later Munby Fellow in Bibliography and postdoctoral research fellow in
English. Her research concerns early printing techniques, especially for colour. In
2016-17, she holds a British Academy Rising Star Engagement Award, the
Wolfgang Ratjen Prize for distinguished research in graphic arts, and Honorable
Mention at the IFPDA Book Awards for Printing Colour 1400–1700 (2015), which
she edited with Ad Stijnman. Her next book is under contract with Oxford. Her
recent curation includes exhibitions at the British Museum and Cambridge
University Library. https://sas.academia.edu/ElizabethSavage.
Fulvio Simoni Biblioteca Universitaria di Bologna, Università di Bologna
Fulvio Simoni works at the Università di Bologna. From 2002 to 2012 he was the
Collections' Curator, Museo di Palazzo Poggi. Now he works at the Biblioteca
Universitaria di Bologna.
Femke Speelberg Metropolitan Museum of Art
Femke Speelberg is Associate Curator of Historic Ornament, Design and Architecture in
the Department of Drawings & Prints at the Metropolitan Museum of Art. Her research
focuses on the role of drawings, prints and books in processes of artistic exchange,
inspiration and design. She has curated exhibitions about drawings and prints for
interior design (Living in Style, 2013) and Renaissance textile pattern books (Fashion &
Virtue, 2015-16). Her next exhibition project focuses on the furniture designs by
Thomas Chippendale (Drawn to Success, 2018). She also continuous work on a book
about the ornament print in the Renaissance print market.
Linda Stiber Morenus Library of Congress
Linda Stiber Morenus received a MA and CAS in 1986 from the State University of New
York, College at Buffalo, Art Conservation Program. She has held Paper Conservator
positions with the U.S. National Archives (1987) and the Smithsonian Institution’s
National Portrait Gallery (1988 – 1990). From 1991 - 2011, she was a Senior Paper
Conservator with the Library of Congress. She is presently a conservator in private
practice and Special Assistant to the Director for Scholarly and Educational Programs
with the Library’s Office of National and International Outreach. She has published
research on Renaissance and late nineteenth- century printmaking techniques,
Japanese woodblock prints, nineteenth-century pastel and charcoal drawing and iron
gall ink. She has been awarded a Library of Congress Kluge Fellowship, a Krasnoff
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Award and two John Anson Kittredge Foundation Grants for technical study of Italian
chiaroscuro woodcuts and artistic transfer lithography.
Ad Stijnman University of Leiden
Dr Ad Stijnman (PhD University of Amsterdam, present affiliation University of Leiden,
Fellow of the Royal Historical Society in London) is an independent scholar for historical
printmaking processes, specialising in manual intaglio printmaking techniques. He
lectured and published widely on the subject, including his seminal Engraving and
Etching 1400–2000: A History of the Development of Manual Intaglio Printmaking
Processes (2012), for which he was awarded the Karel van Manderprijs for outstanding
Dutch art historical publications. Together with Elizabeth Savage he co-edited Printing
Colour 1400–1700: History, Techniques, Functions and Receptions (2015). His curatorial
activity includes exhibitions on medieval prints, early modern colour prints and
Rembrandt etchings on Japanese paper.
Francesca Tancini Università di Bologna
Francesca Tancini is art historian and rare book librarian at the Biblioteca Universitaria
di Bologna. She holds a PhD from the University of Siena and has been curator
librarian at the Art Library of the Fondazione Federico Zeri, University of Bologna. She
has been Katharine F. Pantzer Jr. Fellow in Descriptive Bibliography at the Houghton
Library, Harvard University, and has been granted international fellowships at the
Bodleian Library, Oxford, the Beinecke Library, Yale University, the Cotsen Children’s
Library, Princeton University, etc. She has been carrying out research into illustrated
books, printed images and printing techniques.
Michael Twyman Typography & Graphic Communication, University of Reading
Michael Twyman is Emeritus Professor of Typography & Graphic Communication
at the University of Reading, where he has taught for over half a century. He is
currently Director of the Centre for Ephemera Studies at Reading and also
teaches MA students on a part-time basis. He has written numerous articles on
printing history and graphic design, and over a dozen books, including Printing
1770-1970 (1970), Lithography 1800-1850 (1970), Early lithographed books
(1990), Early lithographed music (1996), Breaking the mould: the first hundred
years of lithography (2001), and A history of chromolithography (2013). He is
President of the Ephemera Society and Vice President of the Printing Historical
Society.
Bruno Vandermeulen KU Leuven
Bruno Vandermeulen is head of Digitalisation and Document Delivery at KU
Leuven, University Libraries.
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Genevieve Verdigel Warburg Institute
Genevieve Verdigel is currently a research student at the Warburg Institute. Her thesis
focuses on Benedetto Montagna’s engravings, Bartolomeo Montagna’s drawings and
early print production in Vicenza. By addressing cross-media collaboration and artistic
exchange, her research seeks to contribute to the understanding of the status and role
of prints and drawings in the Veneto circa 1500. She was an Editorial Intern at Print
Quarterly and a Bromberg Fellow at the British Museum’s Department of Prints &
Drawings.
Lieve Watteeuw Illuminare, the Center for the Study of Medieval Art, KU Leuven
Prof. dr. Lieve Watteeuw is senior fellow of Illuminare, the Center for the Study of
Medieval Art, KU Leuven and is coordinator-researcher of the RICH Project (Reflecting
Imaging for Cultural Heritage). Watteeuw is an expert in technical and conservation
studies of graphic materials.
Christina Weyl Independent
Christina Weyl received her BA from Georgetown University (2005) and completed her
doctorate in Art History at Rutgers University (2015). She is currently an adjunct assistant
professor at The Cooper Union and works as an independent scholar and curator. She
also serves as Co-President of the Association of Print Scholars, a non-profit
professional organisation she co-founded in 2014. Her research has been supported by
the Metropolitan Museum, the Mellon Foundation, and other institutional grants. Prior
to her graduate studies, she worked for a gallery representing the publications of the
Los Angeles–based artists’ workshop Gemini G.E.L.
Hazel Wilkinson University of Birmingham
From 2014–17 I held a Research Fellowship in English at Fitzwilliam College,
Cambridge. From 1 September I will be a Birmingham Fellow at the University of
Birmingham, where I will lecture on eighteenth-century literature. My monograph
Edmund Spenser and the Eighteenth-Century Book is published with Cambridge
University Press (September 2017). I am principal investigator on Fleuron.
Amy Worthen Des Moines Art Center
Amy N. Worthen, Curator of Prints and Drawings, Emerita, at the Des Moines Art
Center, is a specialist in the history of prints. She organised over 68 exhibitions on
prints. She has published several studies on Morandi as an etcher. Other publications
include The Etchings of Jacques Bellange; Calligraphic Inscriptions in Dutch Mannerist
Prints; Engraving Technique and History in The Dictionary of Art. A working engraver,
her prints are in many museum collections. She teaches burin engraving at the Scuola
internazionale di grafica in Venice
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Map of the
Courtauld
Somerset House, Strand, London WC2R 0RN
Directions: Five-minute walk from Temple and Holburn tube stations. 10-minute
walk from Charing Cross, Embankment and Covent Garden tube stations.
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Map of the
British Academy
10-11 Carleton House Terrace, London SW1Y 5AH
Directions: Five-minute walk from Trafalgar Square and Piccadilly Circus tube
stations. 10- minute walk from Charing Cross and Embankment tube stations.
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Bus Directions to
British Academy
10-11 Carleton House Terrace, London SW1Y 5AH
Directions (15 minutes): Outside Somerset House, go to Aldwych Somerset House
Bus Stop R. Take Bus 6, 9, or 23 to Trafalgar Square (10 minutes). Turn left on Warwick
House St, take the stairs, turn left onto Carlton House Terrace, and the British Academy
is on the left (3 minutes).
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Walking Directions
to British Academy
10-11 Carleton House Terrace, London SW1Y 5AH
Directions (15 minutes): Exit Somerset House and turn left onto the Strand.
Continue on the Strand to Trafalgar Square (10 minutes). Continue straight through
the roundabout onto The Mall to the Institute of Contemporary Art (3 minutes). Climb
the stairs next to the ICA, and the British Academy is on the right (2 minutes).
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